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The NASA Mars Sample Return Robotic Competition
We are now three weeks into
our project. Our team has
been joined by Mary, who
comes to us from the Panther
Valley School District.

learn basic LabView. We
will then pick up a full copy
of the software when we enter
this year’s FIRST Tech Challenge Competition.

Next week we will be joined
by Rachel and Katie from St.
Joseph Church School in
Danville PA.

I also had the gals begin to
learn the Cero 2.0 software in
which they will take the
model which they are building, scale it up and modify it
to fit the components already
on hand in the Lab.

The gals spent their Lab time
in design modification,
changing our four wheel suspension system into six
wheels. From the pictures
you can see that they are
modeling their initial prototype in LEGOs, while keeping
a detailed engineering notebook of the process.
We also discussed which
“system” we would use in our
build, they decided on Metric
to make the measurements
needed match those of the
stated competition requirements, which were given to us
in Metric.
They also decided to use LabView™ as the programming
language in which they will
create the autonomous commands which will run the
“Bot” during the competition.
For a part of the class the gals
used a robot burrowed from
our friends at St. Joseph’s to

Special points of interest:

In other words they will build
the finished robot inside of
this software and make sure
all the parts and components
are accounted for and fit correctly inside of the build before they actually build it for
real!
As you read this if you are
getting as excited as I am in
the way these young people
are conducting themselves as
future professional engineers
then let me ask a beg question. I need to raise $3,000 to
register the team with the
folks at WPI, this needs to be
done in this next month.
If anyone wishes to help
please send a check to The
Weatherly Institute for Robotics and Engineering, a PA
state recognized non-profit,
in what ever amount that you
care to give. The address is
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FLL Warm Up at Lansdale Catholic H.S.

Hardware

On November 22nd Deb and
myself took a team of nine
young people to the FIRST
Lego League Warm-Up Competition at Lansdale Catholic
High School in Lansdale, PA.

We are about to bring in several brand new computer systems expressly for our new
teaching lab.

Our team traveled the farthest
to reach the competition site
but all nine kids were raring
and ready to go with very
little complaint at all.

EV3 robot. But despite that our
team held together really really
well. Our two captains Rachel
and Katie made sure that all the
team members got to drive the
robot during the practice and
competition rounds and the
programs that we did have
worked really well.

Katie and Rachel also had prepared the team to do a Project
presentation in front of a panel
This was a complete rookie
of judges and that was well
team with no previous experi- received by the judges. They
ence in anything like this
also had the kids ready to exevent. An event which hosted plain the robot build and the
39 teams.
programming to a different set
of judges. They made us
Each team was assigned a
proud!
room which they shared with
another team. Right off of the Speaking of proud the parents
bat the other team which had who had accompanied the kids
arrived ahead of us offered to to the competition were respectshare their practice table and
ful, helpful and non-judgmental
helped with some advice and all of which warmed the heart
a couple of spare parts, truly
of this old veteran coach. So
an example of FIRST’s coop- thank you parents for all of that
ertition philosophy.
but even more for your being
there for your kids! You will
We had had very little time to always be their mentors and
work on the robot’s program- you did good!
ming because of hardware
issues, I needed to pick up a
While we did not go to this
new laptop which would run
competition to win, but to learn
the advanced software for our We still did good placing about
30th out of 39 teams.

We will begin teaching adult
classes in December and will
move forward into the new
year. Classes will include all
of the Microsoft software
products, all of the Adobe
software products and a very
comprehensive list of Autodesk software products.
These classes will be sponsored by KG Projections, Inc
and portions of the fees generated will go to support the
efforts of The Weatherly Institute for Robotics and Engineering aka. W.I.R.E. and the
teams from the Skunkworks.
Come and learn in a small
class room setting from a software trainer with more than
twenty years of classroom
experience.

The Monarch Butterfly an Endangered Species

Our yet to be named
mascot is superimposed in front of an
image of Mars. While
we can’t have extravagant displays on our
robot we will have our
mascot embossed on
it’s metallic hide!

The monarch population is in
decline due to loss of habitat.
On August 26th 2014, The
Center for Biological Diversity, Center for Food Safety,
The Xerces Society, and Dr.
Lincoln Brower submitted a
petition to the Secretary of the
Interior and the Fish and
Wildlife Service requesting
that the monarch butterfly be
granted threatened status unPage 2

der the provisions of the Endangered Species Act.
The petition details evidence
of the decline in monarch
numbers, the numerous
causes for the decline and the
large number of threats to the
population due to natural and
human related causes.
The petition is all about pro-

tection and covers habitat loss
in great detail. We need a
significant recovery plan that
restores at least 1-1.5 million
acres of milkweed/monarch
habitat per year – the eastern
monarch migration will dwindle further to the point where
it will be truly threatened. It’s
been evident for some time
that we have to restore habitats for monarchs.

* Thank you to the MonarchWatch,org for most of the info presented in this article.
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My Life: The Story of a Plastic Bag
I am going to place a story
that I have written in this section of our newsletter over the
next few issues, a serial if you
will. It is meant for young
people but folks of all ages
should pay heed to its message….
I really can’t remember life
before I was created in a factory. I am a plastic bag and I
have millions of brothers and
sisters. Today I live on the
ocean a couple of hundred
miles away from the Hawaiian Islands in the Pacific.
How I got here and what’s
going to happen to me is my
story.
I am told by the many friends
and neighbors that I have
floating near me, that I am
what is called a low density
polyethylene bag. I was made
to hold the groceries that your
family buys at the store. You
know the type of thing, when
mom carries me in and asks
you to help take out all of
those good things that you
like to eat and drink to be put
away in their spots in your
kitchen.
The stuff that I am made of
first existed as natural gas or

maybe oil. These are both
finite resources, stuff that can
be found in nature but stuff
that is no longer being made
by nature. So in the long run
the stuff that makes me will
run out. Still like so many of
my fellow bags, I was thrown
out with the rest of the household trash. It is something
that I don’t like to remember,
being closed up in a dark
space with rotten food, and
used tissues! Still I managed
to escape when the bag, yes
another bag, was blown over
and the opening gapped
enough for the wind to catch
me up!

YOUTH IMMERSION CAMPS
TAKE YOUNG PEOPLE AGES

clean. Most of us though, get
caught up in the rain. Yep we
get caught in the rain which
pours down from the sky. We
get trapped in the runoff water
which pushes some of us
down the drains that you find
in the street, or catches us up
in trees and bushes. I was one
of those that got sent down
the drain.

She was a Polish-French
physicist and chemist. She
was a pioneer in radioactivity,
the first two-time Nobel laureate (the only one in two

WITH A SATURDAY DEVOTED
TO A SINGLE TOPIC OF
ENGINEERING. THIS REQUIRES
KIDS TO WORK IN A TEAM
FORMAT WITH SOPHISTICATED
MODELS THAT ACTUALLY
WORK.
THE CAMPS WILL TAKE PLACE
AT THE SKUNKWORKS AT
NEW RINGGOLD.
CALL:
TEL. (570) 401-7813

It was a dark and perilous
journey. At first I got hung

NOVEMBER 15TH
9:00 AM—6:00 PM
BASIC ROBOTICS
DECEMBER 13TH
AEROSPACE/IN ATMOSPHERE
JANUARY

As I blew around and around
with the careless whim of the
wind I couldn’t help but notice that I was just one of
many, many bags. These
guys were of all colors, sizes
and shapes. Some looked like
new some looked old and
withered but like all my
brothers and sisters I am made
up of stuff that just lives and
lives. It takes a great deal of
heat or maybe some nasty
chemicals to make us melt
and go away. So we just blow
around until we get captured
by concerned people who try
to keep the roads and lands

NANOTECHNOLOGY
FEBRUARY
BRIDGES & STRUCTURE

up with some really neat bags
right below the grate opening
of the drain. They loved to
talk of their adventures and
where they came from I even
learned some foreign languages which came in very
handy as I floated out in the
Pacific Ocean, but I digress! I
hung there until yet another
storm forced enough water
into my folds and pushed me
down that long dark slide.

Maria Skłodowska-Curie
Maria Skłodowska; known
in France where she lived for
most of her life as Marie Curie, aka Madame Curie; in
Warsaw, November 7, 1867 –
she died July 4, 1934, in Sancellemoz, France.

9—16 AND PROVIDES THEM

different sciences), and the
first female professor at the
Sorbonne
Born in Warsaw, in the Russian-ruled part of partitioned
Poland, her early years were
marked by the deaths of her
sister (from typhus) and, four
years later, her mother.
Young Skłodowska had an
amazing memory and a dili-

gent work ethic, neglecting
even food and sleep while
studying. She graduated from
high school at the top of her
class at age fifteen.
Due to her sex and to Russian
reprisals following the Polish
1863 Uprising against Tsarist
Russia, Skłodowska was denied admission to a regular
university, and worked several years as a governess

THE COST IS ONLY $75 PER
PERSON PER CAMP AND
INCLUDES A CATERED LUNCH.
CALL US AT 570-401-7813 OR
570-436-7884 TO REGISTER.
PREPAYMENT IS REQUIRED!
MORE CAMPS TO BE
ANNOUNCED KEEP READING
OUR NEWSLETTER!

while attending Warsaw's
illegal Flying University.
Eventually, with financial
help from her elder sister
Bronisława, she moved to
Paris.
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YOUNG MINDS! REAL WORLD PROBLEMS! UNIQUE SOLUTIONS!

T H E W E AT H E R LY I N S T I T U T E F O R R O B OT I C S A N D E N G I N E E R I N G
401 First Street
Weatherly, PA 18255
570-401-7813
email: goodalestephen@gmail.com

We are a Christian Based
Organization. We Believe!
For twenty two years I have operated my for profit company:
KG Projections, Inc. and for the
past ten years The Weatherly
Institute for Robotics and Engineering or W.I.R.E. a PA recognized non-profit.
My for profit company has generated most of the monies
needed for my non profit to survive and complete its mission to
teach the children engineering.
Now I have introduced a third
arm, The Skunkworks at New
Ringgold. While not a separate
company it will become the umbrella structure to support my
other two enterprises and will
allow me to open up a research
facility dedicated to creating new
technologies to help in our struggle with a changing climate and
alternative energy strategies.
I intend to share some of these
concepts with you my readers
beginning with the Robotic Bee
program. So please look for further developments in the pages
of this newsletter and those to
follow.
Please consider the donation of a
stereoscopic microscope with
camera mount or the money
($300) to purchase the unit.
Thanks: Stephen Goodale

It is the goal of The Weatherly Institute for Robotics and Engineering to create a culture of
Science and Technology in which young people and adults may come to learn and be inspired!
Over the years we have watched as technology has increasingly driven our culture, while the
number of people who are actually taking engineering and technology courses have decreased.
Even more maddening is that this knowledge base has found its way overseas and to other
countries making the United States vulnerable to the whims of a global economy.
W.I.R.E. has taken the challenge up in a small way, bringing young children, young adults and
adults to the class room and exposing them to a wide range of engineering opportunities.

Changes at The Skunkworks
We continue to move equipment into our
new digs at the Skunkworks and we hope to
be finished before the first adult classes
begin in December.
What is more exciting is that classes, camps,
competitions and challenges are beginning
to shape up and are lending a strong push to
validate the existence of this unique facility.
We are already in the beginning stages of
our Mars Sample Robotic Return challenge,
and we are about to have our second Saturday Camp on December 13th, this time on
Aerospace focusing on in atmospheric studies.
We will soon register for this year’s FIRST
Tech Challenge and will be looking for
members to compete in this fun competition.
We are still looking for team members to
participate in the Real World Design Challenge to continue and build on last year’s
drone design meant for autonomous studies
of farm fields.
We will begin to offer adult classes in December in software and robotics, so this is a
very busy time for us. It is also an important
time because the Skunkworks must support
itself through class fees, grants and corporate donations. This is a very unique opportunity to learn technologies first hand in a
lab with instruction. We hope to see you
here soon!

